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In recent years, the use of deep neural networks and dense vector embeddings
for text representation have led to excellent results in the field of computational
understanding of natural language. It has also been shown that word embeddings often capture gender, racial and other types of bias. The article focuses
on evaluating Slovene and Croatian word embeddings in terms of gender bias
using word analogy calculations. We compiled a list of masculine and feminine
nouns for occupations in Slovene and evaluated the gender bias of fastText,
word2vec and ELMo embeddings with different configurations and different approaches to analogy calculations. The lowest occupational gender bias
was observed with the fastText embeddings. Similarly, we compared different
fastText embeddings on Croatian occupational analogies.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Gender biases in language are studied from many different perspectives.
Sociolinguistic studies report how language use differs between men and
women (e.g., women tend to have a richer vocabulary, use typical grammatical structures, and express themselves more moderately) (Lakoff, 1973;
Tannen, 1990; Argamon et al., 2003). Observations that language use varies
between the genders inspired author profiling studies on texts in different
languages and of different genres (Koolen and van Cranenburgh, 2017; Pardo et al., 2015; Martinc et al., 2017), also in Slovene (Verhoeven et al., 2017;
Škrjanec et al., 2018).1
The gender dimension is present as a linguistic variation in corpora and in
the form of multi-layered bias, both in individual texts and in larger corpora.
Research suggests that:
•

The bias is manifested as lack of mentions of women: corpora often
used in research contain significantly fewer female pronouns (Zhao
et al., 2018) or other references to women (Caldas-Coulhard and
Moon, 2010; Baker, 2010).

•

Women are less often authors or editors (Hill and Shaw, 2013): only
16% of Wikipedia editors are female.

•

Corpora capture stereotypical collocations (Pearce, 2008), which refer to women primarily through their reproductive function (Gorjanc,
2007) and do not associate them with (social) power (Baker, 2010).

Recent rapid developments in natural language processing (NLP) are primarily associated with the use of deep neural networks. Their use requires a representation of text in the form of numeric vectors, called word embeddings.
The relations between words are expressed in the geometry of the embedded
vector space: semantically related embeddings lie close in the vector space
and are arranged in similar directions. This enables the study of relations beyond superficial similarities between words, e.g. through analogies such as the
1

Note that in these studies non-binary identities are not considered. Male or female
gender is assigned based on, for example, author’s username on social media platforms
or based on other grammatical markers.
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relationship Madrid:Spain being analogous to the relationship Paris:France
(Mikolov et al., 2013b).
As it turns out, word embeddings often contain bias, be it gender, race, or other types. Biases in word embeddings manifest through semantic associations
and consequent proximities in the vector space (Mikolov et al., 2013b). Biases can be numerically evaluated by, for example, calculating cosine similarity
between embeddings that describe a specific concept (e.g. gender) and potentially biased concepts. For example, Caliskan et al. (2017) show that word embeddings associate women with arts and men with science. Utilizing the aforementioned cosine similarity, a powerful approach to demonstrate potential
bias in word embeddings is through a calculation of occupational analogies
(Bolukbasi et al., 2016). Denoting a vector of word w with v(w), this approach
checks the existence of the following relationships between male and female
word vectors: v(man) - v(male occupation) ≈ v(woman) - v(female occupation). An example for Slovene is v(moški) - v(učitelj) ≈ v(ženska) - v(učiteljica), where učitelj and učiteljica correspond to the masculine and feminine
form of the noun for the concept (occupation) teacher, while moški and ženska denote man and woman (the gender concept), respectively. In case of no
gender bias, the relationship between vectors for man and the masculine form
of occupation and between the vector for woman and the feminine form of the
same occupation would be approximately the same, as illustrated in Figure
1. However, being derived from naturally occurring text, it is not unexpected
that human biases and social positions are captured in embeddings.
The illustration shows a simplified depiction of a few examples with 2-dimensional vectors. The arrows represent the difference between vectors v(f) and
v(m). The end points of arrows originating in masculine nouns for occupations represent the expected positions of equivalent feminine nouns if there
were no bias.
In addition to studies that have shown the bias in word embeddings, different
biases can be transferred onto algorithms for different NLP tasks, from machine translation (Prates et al., 2020; Vanmassenhove et al., 2018) to sentiment analysis (Kiritchenko and Mohammad, 2018). On the other hand, some
authors (Nissim et al., 2019) warn that the analogy task’s design may excessively emphasise biases.
28
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Figure 1: A simplified depiction of word vectors. The orange full arrow represents the difference
between vectors for ženska [woman] and moški [man]. The blue dashed arrow represents the
difference between vectors for sestra [sister] and brat [brother]. These two arrows indicate the
expected (non-biased) gender difference vectors. For two male occupations, režiser [film directorM] and gozdar [foresterM], we add the gender difference vectors, and depict the resulting nearest female occupations (analogies), i.e. (gozdarka [foresterF] and vrtnarka [gardenerF]; režiserka
[film directorF] and scenaristka [scriptwriterF]). The difference to the expected non-biased point
is larger for the gozdar - gozdarka pair.

Our study makes certain simplifications. First, we are not paying attention to
non-binary expressions of gender, for example we do not specifically address
the references such as on/ona or a newly proposed form introduced to be more
inclusive of nonbinary gender identities on_a (Kern and Dobrovoljc, 2017) or
noun writings of type učitelj/učiteljica (and učitelj_ica). Next, for many professions, the male form can be used as a general reference for a profession
regardless of gender and we do not make any distinction between mentions
of occupations when relating to a male representative or using a general mention (note also that unmarkedness of the masculine form in terms of gender
is not anymore universally accepted (Kern and Dobrovoljc, 2017; Popič and
29
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Gorjanc, 2018)). As we analyse and compare the gender bias between different embedding models, these are not severe limitations, as all the embedding
models are treated equally. Moreover, similar studies on languages where the
gender of a noun is not expressed morphologically can run into more serious
problems (see the warnings by Nissim et al. (2019)).
The main contribution of the paper is the evaluation of Slovene and Croatian
word embedding models in terms of gender, which has not yet been sufficiently researched (the exception being the analysis of the Slovene w2v model
in Supej et al. (2019) and Croatian evaluation of embeddings in Svoboda and
Beliga (2018)). The paper extends our work (Supej et al., 2020), where we
focused on quantitative evaluation and comparison of a wide range of Slovene models and different approaches to evaluation, while in this paper, we
extend the work and also compare Croatian word embeddings models. The
focus of the paper is to draw the attention of the developers of linguistic and
technological tools (which are based on word embeddings) to the implications
the usage of biased embeddings might have. Despite indirectly problematising
language bias and pointing out several stereotypical associations, a detailed
critical interpretation falls out of this paper’s scope.
The paper is divided into further six sections. We first present related work
(Section 2). Section 3 describes Slovene and Croatian lists of male and female
occupations and specifies the word embedding models used. In Sections 4
and 5, methodology and results are addressed, followed by a discussion in
Section 6, and conclusions with plans for further work in Section 7.
2

RELATED WORK

Language corpora and datasets reflect linguistic variations (including different
types of bias) in relation to social factors. NLP tools are trained on these data and
can inherit the contained variations and biases. The bias in corpora can negatively impact NLP tools (Sun et al., 2019) and can perpetuate biases held towards certain groups. Word embeddings are trained on large corpora to capture syntactic
and semantic relations between words and capture the expressed biases.
For instance, it has been shown that standard training data sets for part-ofspeech perform better on older people’s language (Hovy and Søgaard, 2015).
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Garimella et al. (2019) show that a part-of-speech tagger and a dependency
parser perform successfully on texts written by women, regardless of what
data they had been trained on initially. On the other hand, male authors’ texts
are better tagged/parsed when the training data contained enough texts written by men. The success of tools such as parsers on male authors’ texts may be
due to the imbalances in the training data favouring male authorship. It has
also been shown that NLP tools are more effective when demographic variations are considered (Volkova et al., 2013; Hovy, 2015). Hovy (2015) shows
that including the information on the age and gender of authors improves the
performance of three tasks in five different languages.
Biases can have negative consequences in the coreference resolution task
(Zhao et al., 2018) and can perpetuate biases held towards certain groups
(see examples in Zhao et al., 2017). In the context of texts on mental illness,
Hutchinson et al. (2020) note that topics such as gun violence, homelessness, and addiction are over-represented, leading to disability topics receiving
particularly negative scores in sentiment analysis tasks. Besides the aspects
above, some authors call the attention to the effect biases can have on detection tools. For example, misogyny detection models may attribute high scores
to non-misogynous texts simply because the latter contain the so-called identity terms, i.e. terms associated with misogyny (Nozza et al., 2019). In sum,
the interplay of bias and NLP is an important and interesting field receiving
increasing attention, notably regarding word embeddings, as explained next.
In terms of word embeddings, researchers have studied bias by investigating
the proximity of gender-related words to other words in the vector space. For
example, Garg et al. (2018) show that the adjective honourable lies closer to
the word man than to the word woman. Second, biases are reflected in analogies, e.g. Bolukbasi et al. (2016) show that the embedding space solution of the
analogy man:computer programmer ≈ woman:x is x = homemaker. Nissim
et al. (2019) warn that such analogies overemphasise the practical impact of
the biases.
As already mentioned, gender bias in word embeddings is often studied on
analogies of occupations, which is also our study’s case. In morphologically
rich languages, such as Slovene and Croatian, the gender of words is expressed
morphologically. Therefore, the result of the gender analogy is expected to be
31
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the female form of the male variant of the occupation (and vice versa). Svoboda and Beliga (2018) included masculine and feminine versions of job positions in Croatian as one of the evaluation aspects of Croatian word2vec and
fastText word embeddings. Preliminary research on word2vec embeddings in
Slovene (Supej et al., 2019) showed that the analogy task’s accuracy is reasonably high both when attempting to find the female and the male equivalent of
an occupation. Results nevertheless reflect gender biases: the first result of the
analogy woman:secretary ≈ man:x is x = boss, while the first ten results of
different analogies indicate other gender inequalities: the association of women with house chores and men with occupations of a higher status etc. In the
work of Supej et al. (2020) that we extend in this paper, different word2vec,
fastText and ELMo embeddings are compared on Slovene pairs of male and
female occupations.
As tools based on biased word embeddings may reinforce biases (Zhao et al.,
2017), many research groups focused on debiasing word embeddings: the main
goal of such algorithms is to prevent language models from reproducing racist,
sexist or in other ways harmful content. Debiasing also has other advantages –
it has been shown that debiasing contributes to correct coreference resolution
(Zhao et al., 2018). Some examples of these methods are equalising the distances between gender-specific words and occupations (Bolukbasi et al., 2016;
Bordia and Bowman, 2019), inserting additional restrictions into the training
corpus (e.g. ensuring equal representation of occupational activities between
the genders in the training data) (Zhao et al., 2017), removing texts that cause
bias (Brunet et al., 2019), and training gender-neutral word embeddings (Zhao
et al., 2018). Schick et al. (2021) recently proposed a self-diagnosis and self-debiasing model where large language models examine their outputs regarding
the potential presence of undesirable attributes. They introduced a debiasing
algorithm that reduces the likelihood of a model producing biased text. Moreover, researchers recently also focused on methods for debiasing sentence
representations, addressing the difficulty of retraining models that are often
proposed in debiasing research (retraining models like BERT and ELMo often
proves infeasible in practice) (Liang et al., 2020). Gonen and Goldberg (2019)
caution that many debiasing methods only conceal bias, which continues to
be present in the embeddings, and that many metrics used in the debiasing
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research have only positive predictive ability (i.e. they can detect the presence
of bias but not its absence). On the other hand, studies such as Hirasawa and
Komachi (2019) show that debiasing improves multimodal machine translation, thereby underlining the promising future of this research field. In our
study, we do not aim to debias embeddings but only compare different embedding approaches in Slovene and Croatian concerning their gender bias.
3

DATA

In this section, we first present the lists of occupations in Slovene and Croatian we used to analyse gender biases, followed by the embedding models.
3.1 List of occupations

We first describe the list of occupations we collected for Slovene, followed by
its equivalent in Croatian. Our selection of occupations in Slovene is based
on the Standard Classification of Occupations (Vlada RS, 1997), based on the
International Standard Classification of Occupations. Most occupations in
this classification are multi-word expressions (e.g. upravljalec/upravljalka
metalurškega žerjava [en. metallurgical crane operator]), which are less
suitable for computation with embeddings due to their specificity and length.
To calculate analogies, we limit our approach to single-word occupations. The
complete list of single-word occupations in Slovene includes 422 male/female
occupation pairs, further reduced in line with the following criteria:
1.

An occupation has to exist both in female and male grammatical gender (gender-neutral words such as pismonoša [en. postman] are not
included in the list).

2. An occupation as a common noun occurs at least 500 times in the Corpus of Written Standard Slovene Gigafida 2.0 (2020).
3. When a more established version of the occupation exists, we manually add a synonym with the same root (e.g. in the case of fotografka,
an arguably more established fotografinja was added [en. photographer]). When calculating analogies, the form more frequent in the corpora is inserted at the input, but all synonyms (if they appear among
the results) are considered a correctly solved analogy.
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4. If the standard classification does not include the female (e.g. dramatik [en. playwright]) or male variant (e.g. prostitutka [en. prostitute])
of the occupation, the missing version is manually added if it exists and
appears in the Gigafida corpus (e.g. there are no established words for
female and male versions of postrešček [en. porter] and hostesa [en.
hostess], respectively).
5. Occupations where either the female or the male occupation variant
is a homograph (e.g. detektivka [en. detective] also denotes a detective novel) or where an occupation could be associated with a context unrelated to occupations (e.g. čarovnik/čarovnica [en. wizard/
witch]), were excluded from the final set of occupations. Likewise, we
filtered out occupations that are also proper names, such as kovač [en.
blacksmith]; for differentiating between common nouns and proper
names Sloleks 2.0 (Dobrovoljc et al., 2019) was used. The final list
contains 234 occupation pairs and is freely accessible in the CLARIN
repository2.
For Croatian, we compiled a list of occupations from two existing sources. The
first source contains occupations from the word analogy dataset by Svoboda
and Beliga (2018). It consists of 109 pairs of single-word occupations. The second source is ESCO (European Skills, Competences, Qualifications and Occupations)3 and lists 2942 occupations in male and female form. Similar to the Slovene list of occupations, most of the classifications from ESCO are multi-word
expressions, e.g. špediterski službenik / špediterska službenica za uvoz i izvoz
riba, rakova i mekušaca [en. import-export specialist in fish, crustaceans and
molluscs]. After removing all multi-word occupations, the ESCO source contains 309 pairs of single-word occupations. The final, combined list from both
sources, filtered to remove duplicates, contains 375 occupation pairs.
3.2 Word embedding models

Different configurations of word embeddings for Slovenian and Croatian were
used in the experimental phase. We first list the Slovene embedding models
followed by the Croatian ones.
2

http://hdl.handle.net/11356/1347

3

https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
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3.2.1 Slovene word embedding modelS

We analyse two non-contextual embedding models, fastText and word2vec,
and the ELMo contextual model.
•

fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017):
–

100-dimensional vectors, trained on Gigafida 2.0 in the EU EMBEDDIA4 project,

–

300-dimensional vectors, trained as above,

–

100-dimensional word vectors from the Sketch Engine portal
(word),

–

100-dimensional word vectors from the Sketch Engine portal,
where vectors are embeddings of word lemmas,

–

100-dimensional CLARIN.SI-embed.sl vectors (Ljubešić and Erjavec, 2018), and

–

300-dimensional vectors from the fastText.cc portal;

•

word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a): 256-dimensional vectors, trained
for the needs of the Kontekst.io portal (Plahuta, 2020); available at
request5;

•

ELMo (Peters et al., 2018): 1024-dimensional vectors, contextual embeddings built in the EU EMBEDDIA project, trained on Gigafida (Ulčar, 2019). Contextual embeddings produce a different vector for each
occurrence of the word based on its context. We computed word vectors from sentences in Slovene Wikipedia. To get a single representation for each word, comparable to other embeddings, for each of the
200,000 most common words, we calculated the centroid vector of all
word occurrences. Several different types of vectors were used:
–

vectors from the output of the first (CNN) layer of the network that
is context-independent (i.e. layer 0),

4

http://embeddia.eu/

5

https://kontekst.io/kontakt
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–

vectors from the output of the second (first LSTM) layer of the
network that is context-dependent (i.e. layer 1),

–

vectors from the output of the third (second LSTM) layer of the
network that is context-dependent (i.e. layer 2).

3.2.2 Croatian word embedding model

For the Croatian language, we analyse several non-contextual embedding
models:
•

4

fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017):
–

100-dimensional vectors, trained in the EU EMBEDDIA project,

–

300-dimensional vectors, trained as above,

–

100-dimensional CLARIN.SI-embed.hr vectors of words and lemmas (Ljubešić, 2018),

–

300-dimensional vectors from the fastText.cc portal.

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

To assess the gender bias for each of the embedding models and each occupation, we calculated occupational analogies in four ways. However, the core
analogy computation is the same in all cases: for every occupation of a masculine grammatical gender Om, we search for a feminine noun equivalent Of. The
following vector is calculated:
v(d) = v(Om) - v(m) + v(f),
where v(m) is the male vector, and v(f) is the female vector. If there were no
gender biases, v(d) would be equal or very similar to v(Of). For every vector
v(d), we find N closest word vectors according to the cosine similarity (we
use N = 1, 5, or 10). When searching for closest words, all words appearing in
the embeddings are considered, except for the words man, woman, the word
Om, and the words containing non-alphabetic characters (numbers, hyphens,
punctuation etc.). If the word Of is located among the N-closest words, we
consider the analogy correct; else it is marked as incorrect. We convert all
letters to lowercase: e.g. the words Zdravnik, zdravnik and ZDRAVNIK are
36
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all converted to zdravnik and thus considered the same word. The process
is repeated for each female variant of an occupation Of where we look for the
male equivalent Om. Here, the vector v(d) is calculated as:
v(d) = v(Of) - v(f) + v(m).
When looking for closest words, Of is omitted from the set of words, just as Om
was ignored before. The final result represents the proportion of correctly determined cases. The metric is called precision at N (P@N). A higher N allows
for finding additional closest hits in the vector space.
Two approaches were used to determine the baseline male vector v(m) and
female vector v(f):
•

The first approach defines m simply as the word man and f as woman (in Slovene corresponding to moški and ženska and in Croatian to
muškarac and žena).

•

In the second approach, similarly to Bolukbasi et al. (2016), the difference v(f) −v(m) or v(m) −v(f) is defined as the average difference
of vectors of word pairs which refer specifically to a woman or man
(Table 1).

Table 1: Inherently male-female word pairs in Slovene (left) and Croatian (right)
Slovene male-female word pairs
m

Croatian male-female word pairs

f

m

f

moški [man]

ženska [woman]

muškarac [man]

žena [woman]

gospod [sir]

gospa [madam]

gospodin [sir]

gosopođa [madam]

fant [boy]

dekle [girl]

momak [boy]

djevojka [girl]

deček [boy]

deklica [girl]

dječak [boy]

djevojčica [girl]

brat [brother]

sestra [sister]

brat [brother]

sestra [sister]

oče [father]

mati [mother]

otac [father]

majka [mother]

sin [son]

hči [daughter]

sin [son]

kći [daughter]

dedek [grandfather]

babica [grandmother]

djed [grandfather]

baka [grandmother]

mož [husband]

žena [wife]

suprug [husband]

supruga [wife]

on [he]

ona [she]

on [he]

ona [she]

fant [boy]

punca [girl]

tata [dad]

mama [mum]

stric [uncle]

teta [aunt]
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When searching for the N closest words, we also tested lemmatisation’s influence: in this case, all words in word embeddings were lemmatised using the
LemmaGen6 tool. By doing so, the effect of different word forms stemming
from, e.g. conjugation and declination, was offset: for example, word forms
zdravnico and zdravnice are considered a single near word since they share
the same lemma zdravnica [doctorF].
5

RESULTS

We present the results showing biases in all embeddings described in Section
3. We use the P@N measure, where N equals 1, 5, or 10. Some of the occupations from our list are not covered by all word embeddings, i.e. there is no
word vector for them. Any example where the searched-for word is not among
the top N closest words is counted as incorrect, even if the searched-for word
does not appear in the embeddings. In cases where the embeddings do not
cover the input occupation, and we cannot calculate the vector v(d), we dismiss all such examples so that they do not affect the final result. The reader,
interested in the results where non-covered examples are also considered, is
referred to our conference paper (Supej et al., 2020).
The results for Slovene analogies are presented in Table 2 and for the Croatian
analogies in Table 3. Results for experiments where we have a masculine expression for the occupation Om as the input, and we search for the equivalent
feminine expression of the same occupation Of, are shown in the rightmost
columns (m input) for each language. Results, where we have Of as the input
and search for Om, are shown in leftmost columns (f input) for each language.
As explained in Section 4, we tested different approaches. The approaches
where we lemmatised all the words or used the average difference of vectors
of pairs of words from Table 1 generally perform better (i.e. they express lower
gender bias). These two options have the suffixes lem and avg appended in the
tables, respectively. In this section, we only show the results for applying both
of these options (we do not apply lemmatisation to fastText (lemma) embeddings as they are already lemmatised). Full results are presented in Appendix A in Table 8 for Slovenian and in Table 9 for Croatian.

6

https://github.com/vpodpecan/lemmagen3/
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Table 2: Results for all Slovenian embeddings
Slovene word embeddings

ELMo Embeddia
fastText.cc
fastText Embeddia
fastText CLARIN.SI-embed.sl
fastText Sketch Engine (word)

m input

P@1

P@5

P@10

P@1

P@5

P@10

1024D l0 lem avg

0.907

0.933

0.947

0.370

0.398

0.403

1024D l1 lem avg

0.907

0.947

0.947

0.381

0.392

0.398

1024D l2 lem avg

0.880

0.933

0.933

0.376

0.398

0.398

300D lem avg

0.613

0.884

0.948

0.655

0.755

0.764

100D lem avg

0.906

0.971

0.976

0.677

0.720

0.724

300D lem avg

0.947 0.976 0.982

0.685

0.720

0.724

100D lem avg

0.839

0.940

0.950

0.761 0.880 0.902

100D lem avg

0.930

0.962

0.973

0.725

0.673

0.931

0.960

0.598

0.786

0.821

0.679

0.853

0.872

0.407

0.550

0.593

fastText Sketch Engine (lemma) 100D avg
word2vec Kontekst.io

f input

dimensions
and approach

256D lem avg

0.781

0.785

Note. Results for each approach, where we have a feminine word for occupation on the input (f
input), and we search for the equivalent masculine term, and where we have a masculine word for
occupation on the input (m input), and we search for the equivalent feminine term. The examples
where the embeddings do not cover the input occupation were dismissed. The best result in each
column is in bold.
Table 3: Results for all Croatian embeddings
Croatian word embeddings
fastText.cc
fastText Embeddia

dimensions
and approach

f input
P@1

P@5

300D lem avg

0.731

100D lem avg

0.905

300D lem avg

m input
P@10

P@1

P@5

P@10

0.939

0.954

0.941

0.968

0.546

0.637

0.644

0.625

0.666

0.672

0.923 0.982 0.986

0.631

0.675

0.678

fastText CLARIN.SI-embed.hr 100D lem avg
(word)

0.907

0.930

0.944 0.673 0.746 0.754

fastText CLARIN.SI-embed.hr 100D avg
(lemma)

0.244

0.678

0.826

0.266

0.521

0.588

Note. For each approach, where we have a feminine word for occupation on the input (f input) and
we search for the equivalent masculine term, and where we have a masculine word for occupation
on the input (m input) and we search for the equivalent feminine term. The examples where the
embeddings do not cover the input occupation were dismissed. The best result in each column is
in bold.

The results show that both lemmatisation of the words and using the average of several inherently male or female words for male and female vectors
improve the reported scores. Applying both approaches gives the best results
in most cases. For finding the closest N words, we have also tried the CSLS
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measure (Cross-Domain Similarity Local Scaling) (Conneau et al., 2018) instead of the cosine similarity. This measure avoids the problem of hubness in
the search for nearest neighbours. Namely, some words (called hubs in the
nearest neighbour graph representation) may be nearest neighbours of many
other words, while others are nearest neighbours of no other word (outliers).
CSLS computes nearest neighbours in both directions and largely avoids the
problem of hubness. For the experiments with Of on the input and searching
for Om, there is no significant difference in results between the cosine similarity and CSLS. For the experiments with Om on the input and searching for Of,
using CSLS gives lower precision than the cosine similarity. This is especially
the case where we used the words “man” and “woman” for vectors v(m) and
v(f). When using averages of several inherently male and female words for
vectors v(m) and v(f), the difference in precision between the cosine similarity
and CSLS is smaller, but the cosine similarity still outperforms CSLS.
We give a more detailed discussion of the results for each approach in the next
section. We only present the results of the cosine similarity measure.
6

DISCUSSION

In the case of Slovene word embeddings, the fastText CLARIN.SI-embed.sl
embeddings reach the highest precision in the analogy task for male versions
of occupations at the input (Table 2). When there are female versions of occupations at the input, the embedding model reaching the highest precision is
fastText Embeddia. Similar results are observed for Croatian embeddings (Table 3). Lemmatisation of the output and averaging several inherently male and
female words for vectors v(m) and v(f) (instead of using only the embeddings
for woman or man) improves the precision in the analogy task for different
models and different input data. As described in Section 5, we dismiss the examples where the embeddings do not cover the input occupation. If we do not
dismiss these examples but instead count them as incorrect, the share of occupations covered by the embeddings has the largest effect on the score. The
results for Slovene can be found in our paper (Supej et al., 2020). The fastText
CLARIN.SI embeddings would then score the best, as these embeddings cover
the occupations best. This is especially important for the female occupations
since they have much lower coverage than male occupations.
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Results in Table 2 and Table 3 have been filtered, so that the words man,
woman and the occupation on the input are removed from the list of analogy
results, as explained in Section 4. With unfiltered results, the input occupation
is often the result of the analogy task (Table 4). For more detailed results (not
only with lemmatisation and using several inherently male and female words
for v(m) and v(f)) see Table 10 in Appendix A.
With the fastText Embeddia model, we reach similar results using 100- and
300-dimensional vectors (see Table 2 and Table 3). Other embeddings are
not directly comparable with regards to dimensionality as they were trained
on different resources. However, corpora used to train the embeddings play a
more important role than the number of dimensions. The FastText Embeddia
model in Table 4 shows that dimensionality plays a role in determining how
often the input occupation is the result of the analogy. In a different setup,
when considering the occupations that are not covered in the embeddings,
dimensionality strongly influences the results (Supej et al., 2020).
Table 4: Share of cases where the result of the analogy with the highest cosine similarity is the
input occupation itself - before filtering is done to produce the results in Table 2 and Table 3
(both male to female and female to male analogies)
Slovene word
embeddings

Dimensions
and
approach

Share of
outputs
equal to
inputs

ELMo Embeddia

1024D l0 lem avg

0.547

1024D l1 lem avg

0.423

1024D l2 lem avg

0.064

Croatian word
embeddings

Dimensions Share of
and
outputs
approach equal to
inputs

fT fastText.cc

300D lem avg

0.831

fT fastText.cc

300D lem avg

0.672

fT Embeddia

100D lem avg

0.143

fT Embeddia

100D lem avg

0.094

300D lem avg

0.419

300D lem avg

0.352

fT CLARIN.SI-embed.sl
(word)

100D lem avg

0.316

100D lem avg

0.103

fT Sketch Engine (word)

100D lem avg

0.096

fT Sketch Engine (lemma) 100D avg
w2v Kontekst.io

256D lem avg

fT CLARIN.SI-embed.
hr (word)

0.803 fT CLARIN.SI-embed.hr 100D avg
(lemma)

0.837

0.483

Note. The number of all cases is 468 (from 234 occupation pairs) for Slovene and 750 (from 375
occupation pairs) for Croatian.
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The coverage of masculine occupations is higher than that of feminine occupations in all word embedding models (Table 5). FastText CLARIN.SI-embed.sl
word embeddings achieve the highest coverage of female occupations, while
ELMo word embeddings contained only 75 of the 234 female occupations.
As explained in Section 3.2.1, ELMo embeddings are limited to only 200,000
most common words in Wikipedia; therefore, we have significantly lower coverage of occupations for ELMo. For comparison, other word embedding models cover around 1 million words. Masculine occupations that do not appear
in the embeddings are typically occupations associated with women (e.g. male
variants of seamstress and cosmetician, in Slovene šiviljec and kozmetik, respectively). Likewise, feminine occupations not present in the embeddings
are traditionally male occupations (e.g. embedding models do not contain female variants of occupations like auto mechanic and carpenter (in Slovene
avtomehaničarka and tesarka, respectively), or occupations that have been
culturally taken up exclusively by men, e.g., nadškof (en. archbishop). Poor
representation of female occupations can also be attributed to other factors ―
Zhao et al. (2018) report that the mentions referring to men are more likely to
contain a job title compared to female mentions.
Table 5: Coverage of male (m) and female (f) occupations from the list in different embeddings
as a ratio between covered occupations and all occupations
Slovene embeddings

m

f

Croatian embeddings

m

f

ELMo

0.774

0.321

fastText cc

0.979

0.739 fastText cc

0.848

0.527

fastText Embeddia

0.991

0.726 fastText Embeddia

0.856

0.594

fastText CLARIN.SI-embedd.sl
fastText Sketch Engine (word)

1.000 0.932 fastText CLARIN.SI-embedd.hr
(word)
0.996

0.791 fastText CLARIN.si-embedd.hr
(lemma)

fastText Sketch Engine (lemma) 1.000

0.863

word2vec Kontekst.io

0.667

0.987

0.914 0.722
0.955 0.722

Nissim et al. (2019) claim that most studies exaggerate biases pointed out
by analogy tasks. The design of these studies excludes the input occupation
from the possible results, even if the calculations could lead to this exact occupation to have the highest cosine similarity and hence appear in the results.
This criticism is more relevant for English studies as in Slovene the gender in
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occupations is for the most part expressed by word morphology. Even though
we omitted the input occupations from the results, which is a standard practice when calculating analogies, we analysed the results before this filtering.
Analysis of the results showed that the input occupation is indeed often the result with the highest cosine similarity (Table 4), varying significantly between
different models.
When manually comparing the results of different models from Tables 2 and
3, we also notice several differences between the models. In the case of ELMo
and word2vec models, the outputs are largely occupations. The results of
the analogy task in the case of fastText Embeddia, CLARIN.SI-embed.sl and
Sketch Engine (word) are occupations, as well as words related to the occupation on the input, or words that share the same root as the input occupation.
Results of the fastText.cc and Sketch Engine (lemma) models are typically
words sharing the root with the input occupation.
Analogy results are interesting from a semantic point of view. The first results
of the analogy task (Slovene “fastText Embeddia 100D lem avg”) ženska:krojačica :: moški:x being x=krojač [en. woman:tailorF :: man:tailorM] and ženska:šivilja :: moški:x being x=krojač [en. woman:seamstress :: man:tailor]
are interesting. For example, while word embedding of šiviljec [en. seamster]
is not available, krojač [en. tailor], a semantically linked one, from another morphological word family is. Another interesting element is illustrated
by one of the results of the analogy: ženska:manekenka :: moški:x where
x=nogometaš [en. woman:model :: man:footballer] (Croatian “fastText Embeddia 100D lem avg”). While model and footballer are not corresponding
to the same professions, this result is an indication that female models and
male footballers appear in similar textual contexts. It would be interesting to
investigate those contexts further (e.g. both occupations represent desirable
identities, such as being beautiful, rich, famous, successful).
There are indeed more examples where results of certain analogies (especially in the case of “word2vec Kontekst.io lem avg model”) are not linked
to the input occupation or are stereotypical. For example, the results of the
analogy moški:rudar :: ženska:x in the aforementioned w2v model are, e.g.
barbika [en. barbie], klovnesa [en. clownF], čarovnica [en. witch], lutka [en.
doll], prostitutka [en. prostituteF], akrobatka [en. acrobatF], najstnica [en.
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teenagerF], opica [en. monkey], princeska [en. princess], striptizeta [en.
stripperF]. The case of stereotypical analogies in the w2v model is pointed out
by Supej et al. (2019).
As part of the analysis, a frequency list of analogy results for female and male
input occupations was compiled for each word embedding model (only the
lem avg configuration of the models was taken into account) (see Table 6 for
Slovene and Table 7 for Croatian).
The most frequently occurring words mostly follow the pattern that for a male
occupation on the input, a female occupation is expected on the output. Presented Slovene embedding models follow this pattern; in the case of the Croatian embeddings, there are several examples among the frequently occurring
words that do not follow the pattern: in the “fastText cc lem avg” with a female
occupation on the input, there are several frequently occurring female occupation variants also on the output, e.g. ethicist, biologist (etičarka, biologinja,
respectively). For etičarka, it is possible that this result is influenced by other similar words (e.g. kozmetičarka), as fastText models consider subword
information. The most frequently occurring words are primarily occupations
but not always – for example, female Scottish national (Škotkinja) and father
(otac) frequently appear in the Croatian “fastText cc lem avg” model while
one of the frequent words in the Slovene “word2vec Kontekst.io lem avg” is
korenjak (denoting a brave man).
In Slovene word embeddings, we notice a pattern of the most frequently occurring feminine occupations/words appearing more often than the most frequently occurring male occupations in the “ELMo l2 lem avg” and “w2v Kontekst.io lem avg” models. Similar is observed for Croatian models presented
in Table 7; however, the most frequently occurring words appear less often
than in the Slovene embeddings. One possible explanation is that the models
mentioned above contain fewer word embeddings than some other models
(200,000 or approximately 600,000 for each model). Both models exhibit a
lower representation of the female versions of occupations in the embeddings.
Occupations that nevertheless appear in the embeddings, therefore, reappear
more often. There are overall more male occupations in the embeddings, possibly causing individual male occupations to come up less frequently than female ones.
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39

39

39

34

34

33

30

28

28

27

26

26

26

biokemičarka
[biochemistF]

frizerka
[hairdresserF]

trgovka
[salespersonF]

čistilka
[cleanerF]

znanstvenica
[scientistF]

kuharica
[cookF]

geologinja
[geologistF]

perica
[laundress]

služkinja
[maid]

biologinja
[biologistF]

gospodinja
[homemakerF]

matematičarka
[mathematicianF]

mikrobiologinja
[microbiologistF]

25

47

bolničarka
[nurse]

arheologinja
[archeologistF]

n

Result

m input

režiser
[directorM]

pravnik
[juristM]

paleontolog
[paleontologistM]

lutkar
[puppeteerM]

illustrator
[illustratorM]

fotograf
[photographerM]

etnolog
[ethnologistM]

esejist
[essayistM]

animator
[animatorM]

scenarist
[screenwriterM]

književnik
[writerM]

dramaturg
[playwrightM]

biolog
[biologistM]

politolog
[political scientistM]

geograf
[geographerM]

Result

f input

ELMo Embeddia l2 lem avg

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

8

9

n

paleontologinja
[paleontologistF]

kardiologinja
[cardiologistF]

hematologinja
[hematologistF]

geologinja
[geologistF]

strugarka
[worker using a
planer machineF]

nevrokirurginja
[neurosurgeonF]

kmetica
[farmerF]

geofizičarka
[geophysicistF]

filozofinja
[philosopherF]

oftalmologinja
[ophthalmologistF]

filologinja
[philologistF]

keramičarka
[ceramistF]

inštalaterka
[installerF]

ključavničarka
[locksmithF]

šivilja
[seamstress]

Result

m input

6

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

7

8

8

9

9

11

15

n

kardiolog
[cardiologistM]

gostilničar
[innkeeperM]

fotoreporter
[photojournalistM]

tesar
[carpenterM]

stomatolog
[stomatologistM]

primarij
[senior doctorM]

pisatelj
[writerM]

natakar
[waiterM]

arheolog
[archeologistM]

režiser
[directorM]

internist
[internistM]

zgodovinar
[historianM]

ključavničar
[locksmithM]

biology
[biologistM]

mizar
[carpenterM]

Result

f input

fastText CLARIN.SI lem avg

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

7

7

8

8

9

9

10

11

n

socialna delavka
[social workerF]

znanstvenica
[scientistF]

veterinarka
[veterinarianF]

tajnica
[secretaryF]

slikarka
[painterF]

trgovka
[salespersonF]

služkinja
[maid]

zdravnica
[doctorF]

fotografinja
[photographerF]

čistilka
[cleanerF]

kozmetičarka
[cosmeticianF]

frizerka
[hairdresserF]

šivilja
[seamstress]

gospodinja
[homemakerF]

kuharica
[cookF]

Result

m input

24

25

25

25

25

26

26

29

29

29

30

32

33

38

44

n

f input

glasbenik
[musicianM]

akademski slikar
[academic painterM]

akademik
[academicM]

režiser
[directorM]

maneken
[modelM]

korenjak
[brave man]

biolog
[biologistM]

hišnik
[janitorM]

ekolog
[ecologistM]

psihiater
[psychiatristM]

urolog
[urologistM]

nevrolog
[neurologistM]

kardiolog
[cardiologistM]

pisatelj
[writerM]

ortoped
[orthopedistM]

Result

word2vec Kontekst.io lem avg

9

9

9

10

10

10

10

11

11

12

13

13

13

14

14

n

Table 6: Most common words that appear among the top 10 results of the analogy task (that is, among the 10 closest words to the searched-for
term, based on the cosine similarity measure) for selected Slovene embedding models
M. ULČAR et al.: Slovene and Croatian word embeddings in terms of gender...
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13

12

12

astrofizičarka
[astrophysicistF]

šnajderica
[seamstress]

mehaničarka
[mechanicF]

12

13

fizičarka
[physicistF]

informatičarka
[computer scientistF]

13

genetičarka
[geneticistF]

15

biokemičarka
[biochemistF]

13

15

kemičarka
[chemistF]

čistačica
[cleanerF]

16

keramičarka
[ceramistF]

14

20

zavarivačica
[welderF]

spremačica
[maid]

29

automehaničarka
[auto mechanicF]

14

34

krojačica
[tailorF]

šivačica
[seamstress]

n

Result

m input

sociologinja
[sociologistF]

zaštitar
[security guardM]

znanstvenik
[scientistM]

dramaturg
[playwrightM]

geologinja
[geologistF]

književnik
[writerM]

paleontolog
[paleontologistM]

poslovođa
[managerF/M]

redatelj
[directorM]

fizioterapeut
[physiotherapistM]

sociolog
[sociologistM]

umjetnik
[artistM]

biolog
[biologistM]

konobar
[waiterM]

povjesničar
[historianM]

Result

f input

ELMo Embeddia l2 lem avg

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

7

7

8

8

8

9

10

10

n

terapeutkinja
[therapistF]

trgovkinja
[salespersonF]

glumica
[actorF]

lutkarica
[puppeteerF]

matematičarka
[mathematicianF]

političarka
[politicianF]

tehničarka
[technicianF]

masažerka
[massage therapistF]

frizerka
[hairdresserF]

pravnica
[juristF]

vozačica
[driverF]

biokemičarka
[biochemistF]

fizičarka
[physicistF]

vještakinja
[expertF]

kemičarka
[chemistF]

Result

m input

6

6

7

7

7

7

7

8

9

9

9

10

10

11

12

n

škotkinja
[Scottish nationalF]

astrobiologinja
[astrobiologistF]

daktilografkinja
[typistF]

dopukovnik
[lieutenant colonelM]

književnik
[writerM]

otac
[father]

scenografkinja
[scenographerF]

suscenarist
[co-screenwriterM]

ihtiologinja
[ichthyologistF]

paleografkinja
[paleographerF]

biologinja
[biologistF]

glumac
[actorM]

redatelj
[directorM]

otfamologinja
[ophthalmologist F]

etičarka
[ethicistF]

Result

f input

fastText cc lem avg

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

6

6

6

7

8

n

m input

mehaničarka
[mechanicF]

tehničarka
[technicianF]

geologinja
[geologistF]

znanstvenica
[scientistF]

biofizičarka
[biophysicistF]

cvjećarka
[floristF]

genetičarka
[geneticistF]

kemičarka
[chemistF]

biokemičarka
[biochemistF]

soboslikarica
[painter-decoratorF]

keramičarka
[ceramistF]

šivačica
[seamstress]

zavarivačica
[welderF]

automehaničarka
[auto mechanicF]

krojačica
[tailorF]

Result

10

10

11

11

12

12

13

15

16

17

18

18

22

23

31

n

f input

porter
[doorkeeperM]

satnik
[captainM]

snimatelj
[cameraman]

sociolog
[sociologistM]

umjetnik
[artistM]

zaposlenik
[employeeM]

policajac
[police officerM]

poslovođa
[managerF/M]

redatelj
[directorM]

genetičar
[geneticistM]

konobar
[waiterM]

povjesničar
[historianM]

profesor
[professorM]

biology
[biologistM]

znanstvenik
[scientistM]

Result

7

7

7

7

7

7

8

8

8

9

9

9

9

16

16

n

fastText CLARIN.SI-embedd.hr (word) lem avg

Table 7: 15 most common words that appear among the top 10 results of the analogy task (that is, among the 10 closest words to the searched-for
term, based on the cosine similarity measure) for selected Croatian embedding models
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In the case of the Slovene “ELMo l2 lem avg” and “w2v Kontekst.io lem avg”
models, occupations of a lower social class (čistilka [en. cleanerF], perica [en.
laundress], gospodinja [en. homemakerF]), as well as archaic occupations
with women in inferior roles (služkinja [en. maid]) are observed among the
frequent analogy results of female grammatical gender. Socially inferior occupations are rare among the most frequent male analogies. There are less
socially inferior occupations observed among the Croatian results (exceptions
being, e. g., the female variants of cleaner and maid (čistačica and spremačica, respectively) in the “ELMo Embeddia l2 lem avg” model).
We observed that certain words (especially female occupations) appear among
the results despite being semantically unrelated to the input occupation. Several analogy results (especially in the case of a typical male occupation on the
input) are unrelated to the input occupation (e.g. bolničarka [en. nurseF] is the
first result of the analogy moški:rudar :: ženska:x [en. man:miner :: woman:x] and šivilja [en. seamstress] the first result of the analogy moški:avtomehanik :: ženska:x [en. man:auto mechanic :: woman:x] in the Slovene model
“fastText Embeddia 100D lem avg”). One explanation is that certain word embeddings are more “central” than the others and, therefore, the closest neighbour of many other words. To check if this explanation is true, instead of the
cosine similarity measure, we used the CSLS measure (Conneau et al., 2018)
that considers the shared distances of N closest neighbours. We observed that
the precision is worse when using the CSLS measure than the cosine similarity
(Section 5), and therefore we do not report these results. However, when observing the most common words, returned as the analogy task results (Table
6 and Table 7), the distribution of the most common words is more uniform
when using the CSLS measure.
Direct comparison of models between Croatian and Slovene is not possible, as
the embeddings are trained on different text corpora, and the professions used
for analogy calculations are not the same. However, we can notice that in Croatian the occupational gender bias in tested embeddings is slightly higher. Interestingly, the statistical data shows that the employment gap and the pay gap
between women and men are lower in Slovenia compared to Croatia (Eurostat,
2021). In future, it would be interesting to study if the female employment rate
and gap, as well as the gap in salaries for the same professions between countries,
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is correlated with the gender bias in embeddings models trained on the corresponding national languages and the changes of this correlation through time.
7

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We evaluated different Slovene and Croatian word embeddings on analogies
of male and female occupations (using different configurations and approaches to calculate analogies). Our focus is on the quantitative evaluation, and the
results may be informative for developers of NLP tools. The lowest gender bias
was obtained using the fastText embeddings. In finding female analogies (male
occupation on the input), the best performing models proved to be fastText
CLARIN.SI-embed.sl and fastText CLARIN.SI-embed.hr for Slovene and Croatian, respectively, while the best performing models for finding male analogies
(female occupation on the input) were the respective fastText Embeddia models. The approach where averages of several inherently male and female words
were used instead of using only the embeddings for woman or man improved
the results. Lemmatization likewise improves the precision. With female occupations at the input, the best results (P@10) of 0.982 and 0.986 are achieved
using the “fastText Embeddia 300D lem avg” models for Slovene and Croatian,
respectively (the examples where the embeddings do not cover the input occupation were dismissed). With male occupations on the input, the best results
of 0.902 and 0.754 are produced by the “fastText CLARIN.SI-embed.sl 100D
lem avg” and “fastText CLARIN.SI-embed.hr 100D (lem) avg” (cases where
the input occupation is not present among the embeddings were likewise dismissed). Lowest results for male input reflect lower coverage of female occupation equivalents in the embeddings model. The “fastText CLARIN.SI-embed.sl”
and “fastText CLARIN.si-embedd.hr (lemma)” models contain the highest ratio
of searched-for female and male occupations. The qualitative analysis identifies
the word2vec Kontekst.io model as the model with the highest degree of gender
bias in the results (stereotypically male/female occupations appearing among
the results regardless of the grammatical gender of the input occupation).
In future work, we will focus on a detailed qualitative analysis and the relationship between word embeddings, language, and social power. Moreover,
we will align occupations in Slovene and Croatian. Further work will also encompass an evaluation of BERT contextual embeddings and experiments in
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other languages. The impact of the gender bias will be tested in predictive
models on practical tasks such as the sentiment analysis.
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PRIMERJAVA SLOVENSKIH IN HRVAŠKIH
BESEDNIH VEKTORSKIH VLOŽITEV Z VIDIKA
SPOLA NA ANALOGIJAH POKLICEV

V zadnjih letih je uporaba globokih nevronskih mrež in gostih vektorskih vložitev za predstavitve besedil privedla do vrste odličnih rezultatov na področju
računalniškega razumevanja naravnega jezika. Prav tako se je pokazalo, da
vektorske vložitve besed pogosto zajemajo pristranosti z vidika spola, rase ipd.
Prispevek se osredotoča na evalvacijo vektorskih vložitev besed v slovenščini
in hrvaščini z vidika spola z uporabo besednih analogij. Sestavili smo seznam
moških in ženskih samostalnikov za poklice v slovenščini in ovrednotili spolno
pristranost modelov vložitev fastText, word2vec in ELMo z različnimi konfiguracijami in pristopi k računanju analogij. Izkazalo se je, da najmanjšo poklicno
spolno pristranost vsebujejo vložitve fastText. Tudi za hrvaško evalvacijo smo
uporabili sezname poklicev in primerjali različne fastText vložitve.

Ključne besede: besedne vložitve, spolna pristranost, besedne analogije, poklici,
obdelava naravnega jezika

To delo je ponujeno pod licenco Creative Commons: Priznanje avtorstva-Deljenje pod enakimi
pogoji 4.0 Mednarodna. / This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International.
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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APPENDIX 1

We present the results, comparing different approaches described in Section 4
and Section 5. The approach where we lemmatised all the words has the suffix
lem appended in the tables. The approach where we used the average difference of vectors of pairs of words from Table 1 has the suffix avg appended in
the tables. The results for Slovene word embeddings are shown in Table 8, the
results for Croatian word embeddings in Table 9 and the share of cases, where
the input occupation is the result of the analogy task, in Table 10.
Table 8: Results for Slovenian embeddings
Slovene word
embeddings

ELMo Embeddia

fastText.cc

fastText Embeddia

f input

dimensions
and approach

P@1

m input

P@5

P@10

P@1

P@5

P@10

1024D l0 avg

0.707

0.933

0.947

0.166

0.359

0.387

1024D l0

0.427

0.920

0.947

0.210

0.376

0.398

1024D l0 lem avg

0.907

0.933

0.947

0.370

0.398

0.403

1024D l0 lem

0.893

0.947

0.947

0.376

0.392

0.403

1024D l1 avg

0.907

0.947

0.947

0.381

0.392

0.398

1024D l1

0.880

0.947

0.947

0.376

0.392

0.392

1024D l1 lem avg

0.907

0.947

0.947

0.381

0.392

0.398

1024D l1 lem

0.907

0.947

0.947

0.376

0.392

0.392

1024D l2 avg

0.880

0.933

0.933

0.376

0.398

0.398

1024D l2

0.853

0.920

0.933

0.370

0.398

0.398

1024D l2 lem avg

0.880

0.933

0.933

0.376

0.398

0.398

1024D l2 lem

0.853

0.920

0.933

0.370

0.398

0.398

300D avg

0.393

0.798

0.913

0.607

0.738

0.751

300D

0.150

0.561

0.792

0.445

0.703

0.734

300D lem avg

0.613

0.884

0.948

0.655

0.755

0.764

300D lem

0.457

0.861

0.919

0.498

0.725

0.751

100D avg

0.900

0.971

0.976

0.672

0.716

0.720

100D

0.471

0.871

0.906

0.638

0.716

0.720

100D lem avg

0.906

0.971

0.976

0.677

0.720

0.724

100D lem

0.735

0.924

0.941

0.638

0.716

0.720

300D avg

0.835

0.971

0.976

0.668

0.716

0.724

300D

0.329

0.859

0.959

0.685

0.720

0.720

0.947 0.976 0.982

0.685

0.720

0.724

0.685

0.720

0.720

300D lem avg
300D lem

0.818

0.971

0.976
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Slovene word
embeddings

fastText CLARIN.SI-embed.sl

fastText Sketch Engine
(word)

fastText Sketch Engine
(lemma)

word2vec Kontekst.io

f input

dimensions
and approach

P@1

m input

P@5

P@10

P@1

P@5

P@10

100D avg

0.784

0.913

0.940

0.761

0.868

0.880

100D

0.083

0.587

0.780

0.705

0.855

0.885

100D lem avg

0.839

0.940

0.950

0.761 0.880 0.902

100D lem

0.651

0.881

0.917

0.709

0.859

0.885

100D avg

0.886

0.962

0.973

0.717

0.768

0.777

100D

0.211

0.757

0.908

0.691

0.768

0.777

100D lem avg

0.930

0.962

0.973

0.725

0.781

0.785

100D lem

0.811

0.951

0.962

0.691

0.768

0.781

100D avg

0.673

0.931

0.960

0.598

0.786

0.821

100D

0.510

0.812

0.891

0.380

0.658

0.756

256D avg

0.679

0.853

0.872

0.407

0.550

0.593

256D

0.365

0.590

0.718

0.251

0.489

0.515

256D lem avg

0.679

0.853

0.872

0.407

0.550

0.593

256D lem

0.513

0.686

0.795

0.251

0.489

0.519

Note. For each approach, where we have a feminine word for occupation on the input (f input) and
we search for the equivalent masculine term, and where we have a masculine word for occupation
on the input (m input) and we search for the equivalent feminine term. The examples where the
embeddings do not cover the input occupation were dismissed. The best result in each column is
in bold.

Table 9: Results for Croatian embeddings
Croatian word
embeddings

fastText.cc

fastText Embeddia

dimensions
and approach

f input

m input

P@1

P@5

P@10

P@1

P@5

P@10

300D avg

0.604

0.883

300D

0.452

0.838

0.944

0.536

0.603

0.609

0.914

0.429

0.599

0.606

300D lem avg

0.731

0.939

0.954

0.546

0.637

0.644

300D lem

0.660

0.924

0.954

0.508

0.618

0.634

100D avg

0.896

0.941

0.959

0.625

0.669

0.672

100D

0.797

0.928

0.937

0.459

0.634

0.656

100D lem avg

0.905

0.941

0.968

0.625

0.666

0.672

100D lem

0.833

0.932

0.941

0.503

0.641

0.662

300D avg

0.829

0.937

0.973

0.616

0.675

0.675

0.703

0.914

0.950

0.431

0.662

0.672

0.923 0.982 0.986

0.631

0.675

0.678

0.578

0.672

0.675

300D
300D lem avg
300D lem

0.865

0.950

0.964
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Croatian word
embeddings

fastText CLARIN.SI-embed.hr
(word)

fastText CLARIN.SI-embed.hr
(lemma)

dimensions
and approach

f input
P@1

P@5

m input
P@10

P@1

P@5

P@10

100D avg

0.896

0.933

0.941

0.670 0.749 0.754

100D

0.778

0.904

0.919

0.491

100D lem avg

0.907

0.930

0.944 0.673

0.746 0.754

100D lem

0.815

0.904

0.915

0.550

0.711

100D avg

0.244

0.678

0.826

0.266

0.521

0.588

100D

0.278

0.593

0.693

0.126

0.336

0.406

0.699

0.740
0.746

Note. For each approach, where we have a feminine word for occupation on the input (f input) and
we search for the equivalent masculine term, and where we have a masculine word for occupation
on the input (m input) and we search for the equivalent feminine term. The examples where the
embeddings do not cover the input occupation were dismissed. The best result in each column is
in bold.

Table 10: Share of cases where the result of the analogy with the highest cosine similarity is
the input occupation itself - before filtering is done to produce the results of Tables 2 and 3 (both
male to female and female to male analogies)

Slovene word
embeddings

ELMo Embeddia

Dimensions
and approach
1024D l0 avg

0.547

1024D l0

0.547

1024D l0 lem avg

0.547

1024D l0 lem

0.547

1024D l1 avg

0.423

1024D l1

0.483

1024D l1 lem avg

0.423

1024D l1 lem

0.483

1024D l2 avg

0.064

1024D l2
1024D l2 lem avg

fT fastText.cc

Share of
outputs
equal to
inputs

Croatian word
embeddings

Share of
Dimensions outputs
and approach equal to
inputs

0.088
0.064

1024D l2 lem

0.088

300D avg

0.831

300D

0.825

300D lem avg

0.831

300D lem

0.825

fT fastText.cc

300D avg

0.672

300D

0.664

300D lem avg

0.672

300D lem

0.664
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Slovene word
embeddings

fT Embeddia

fT CLARIN.SIembed.sl (word)

fT Sketch Engine
(word)

fT Sketch Engine
(lemma)

w2v Kontekst.io

Dimensions
and approach

Share of
outputs
equal to
inputs

Croatian word
embeddings

Share of
Dimensions outputs
and approach equal to
inputs

100D avg

0.143

100D avg

0.094

100D

0.141

100D

0.094

100D lem avg

0.143

100D lem avg

0.094

100D lem

0.141

100D lem

0.094

300D avg

0.419

300D avg

0.352

ft Embeddia

300D

0.513

300D

0.441

300D lem avg

0.419

300D lem avg

0.352

300D lem

0.513

300D lem

0.441

100D avg

0.316

100D avg

0.103

100D

0.310

100D

0.114

100D lem avg

0.316

100D lem avg

0.103

100D lem

0.310

100D lem

0.114

100D avg

0.096

100D

0.135

100D lem avg

0.096

100D lem

0.135

100D avg

0.803

100D avg

0.837

100D

0.927

100D

0.771

256D avg

0.483

256D

0.718

256D lem avg

0.483

256D lem

0.718

fT CLARIN.SIembed.hr (word)

fT CLARIN.
SI-embed.hr
(lemma)

Note. The number of all cases is 468 (from 234 occupation pairs) for Slovene and 750 (from 375
occupation pairs) for Croatian.
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